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A LANDSCAPE DESIGN CREATED TO PROVIDE LOW MAINTENANCE, 

A SENSE OF SECURITY, AND VISUAL QUALITY 

Susan V. Sprunt properly placed trees, and to redesign the undeveloped 

102 Mohawk Street landscape areas at Dr. Kennedy Homes to ensure low cost 

Tavernier, Florida 33070 maintenance, improve its aesthetic quality, and generate a 

greater sense of security for the residents. 
George E. Fitzpatrick ° 
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Well planned landscapes are extremely important in a The SurveY 
world of vanishing resources. As more people move into The originai pians of the Dr. Kennedy Homes Housing 
already densely populated areas, our natural environment project were drawn up in December of 1939. Unfortu-

is diminishing and the need to develop landscapes in these nately, many of the buildings and sidewalks that exist today 
areas is crucial. The expense, however, of time and labor are nQt indicated in the original plans. Therefore, an actual 
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Housing Project, in a high-crime area, makes security a wejj maintained gardens and hedges that were cared for 
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frequent occurrence. Unfortunately, this unwanted traffic maintained areas were considered during the redesign and 
increases opportunistic crime (i.e., burglary) and nuisance usuany not disturbed. In addition to these maintained 
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ds". Therefore, only the vegetation in the common-use 
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The Design Process 

A new design should consider areas that are designated 

private by residents with common-use areas that are used 

by all residents. The design should designate areas that are 

accessible to all people, but at the same time create a feeling 

of privacy where needed or desired. 

At first, interest by the residents in developing a land 

scape in the common-use areas was generally low. As time 

progressed, however, several people began to ask questions 

and offer ideas they thought would be appropriate. One 

of the biggest problems discussed involved two regions 

bordered on the north by West Broward Boulevard. Ac 

cording to many of the residents, unwanted pedestrian 

traffic through their yards is a serious problem. They felt 

security and privacy were priorities in any redesigning. 

The overall concern for most residents was the need to 

create a pleasant surrounding in which to live. 

In addition to the residents, the Housing Authority 

staff had several expectations pertaining to a new design. 

The main concern revolved around expenses. The Au 

thority expressed the desire to install a design that would 

greatly minimize present landscape maintenance costs. In 

addition to costs, the Housing Authority suggested the use 

of vegetation that could be utilized by the residents either 

as a source of food or income. And finally, by creating a 

pleasant environment, the Housing Authority hoped to in 

crease community involvement and awareness. 

The New Design 

Creating the final design involved the combining of all 

the suggestions from the residents, the Housing Authority 

staff, and other sources. Each region was evaluated sepa 

rately for design components such as noise, circulation, 

view, and path. In addition to design features, mainte 

nance was also considered. Aspects involving the ease of 

mowing and pruning, litter of leaves and fruits, access to 

utility poles and safety. A basic "bubble" diagram was 

drawn to illustrate the listed components of each site. With 

these components in mind, the diagram was then advanced 

to actual shapes and curves representing the areas on 

which vegetation would be placed. These shapes were used 

to designate the final location of mulches, shrubbery, and 

trees. The actual position of the plants was done with the 

following principles of composition: balance, repetition, 

variety, sequence, and scale. The final stage in the design 

involved the choice of species. 

The plant species were chosen with both maintenance 

and design principles in mind. In considering mainte 

nance, the following factors were reviewed: maximum 

height and spread at maturity, insect and disease resis 

tance, litter from fallen leaves and fruits, the economic 

value of the species, low pruning, and adaption to the area. 

The design qualities of the plants included: texture and 

color of vegetation, shape, and size of the mature plant. 

An example of all the design factors combined is illus 

trated well in region one (Fig. 1). The existing vegetation 

within the common-use area included an enormous cluster 

fig., Ficus racemosa, one coconut palm tree, Cocos nucifera, 
two mature mango trees, Mangifera indica, and the remain 

ing area was covered in turfgrass. The canopy of the clus 

ter fig was measured to be a 30-foot radius. The trunk 

diameter was close to 13 feet. Basically, this enormous tree 

required extensive pruning but provided little benefit to 

the residents or landscape. Therefore, it was recom 

mended for removal. Neither the coconut palm tree or the 

mango tree were considered a problem and both were in 

corporated into the design. The only other species that 

required removal other than the cluster fig tree, were six 

umbrella trees, Brassaia actinophylla, 12 feet in height, that 

grew between the buildings facing West Broward 

Boulevard. The umbrella trees were mature enough that 

a person could easily walk between them and enter the 

central area. In order to discourage traffic between the 

buildings, the umbrella trees would be replaced with a bar 

rier plant, Spanish bayonet, Yucca alifolia. 

The outline of the planting bed of the new design was 

done with smooth curves rather than straight corners. This 

creates ease in mowing and overall maintenance of the 

remaining turfgrass (5). In the area where the large fig 

tree was located, three new trees would be placed: a tame 

tamarind, Tamarindus indica, which provides shade and edi 

ble fruit, and two gumbo limbos, Bursera simaruba, which 

do not grow exceedingly large, but do grow rapidly, were 

also used for shade. In addition to the three trees added, 

a group planting of coconut trees, Cocos nucifera, would 

accompany the one existing palm. The coconuts from the 

palm tree are edible and could provide some economic 

value in the future. The remaining areas were restricted 

from large trees due to telephone lines above the planting 

bed. Therefore, various group plantings of low shrubbery 

that were considered hardy and drought tolerant would 

complete the design. The remaining areas within the bed 

were either covered with low growing ground cover or 

mulch. These ground covers decrease maintenance by 

eliminating trufgrass areas, reducing weed growth, and de 

creasing the total amount of water needed in the planting 
bed (6, 7). 

Region four had several design problems. First of all, 

the vegetation within the common-use area included 

turfgrass, and several trees. Only one of these trees, the 

cluster fig, Ficus racemosa, was considered improperly 

placed because of it's size and location and was recom 

mended for removal. A second design problem which oc 

curred in all six regions, was a 23' x 10' cement platform 

labeled on the original plans as a "garbage platform". All 
of these platforms were intact, and generally unused. How 
ever, in one instance a cooking grill had been placed in the 

center of the platform and used as a cooking/picnic area. 

Therefore, in redesigning all regions within the project, 
the platforms were cleared of debris and a picnic table was 

placed in the center. A bed planting, and whenever possi 

ble shade trees, were placed around the platform to create 

a more pleasant surrounding. However in this particular 

region, (Fig. 4), one of the privately maintained areas di 

rectly behind one of the buildings was so large, it not only 
included the cement platform, but decreased the common-

use area by 50%. The average distance between clothes 

line poles and building within the project was 16 feet, but 

in this one case the distance was 40 feet. Since the area is 

considered as a private backyard by the residents, it was 
not incorporated into the new design. 

The redesigning of this common-use area emphasized 

circulation of pedestrian traffic and shade. Since the com 

mon-use area was already restricted in size, any planting 

that interrupted the natural path through these areas 
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Region 1: Figure 1 

Fig. 1. Conceptual drawing and planting plan for Region 1, Dr. Kennedy Homes Housing Project, Fort Lauderdale, Florida. 

would force pedestrian traffic through the privately main 
tained areas. Therefore, the bed plantings curve and direct 
pedestrian traffic through the common-use areas. The 
species chosen for the bed plantings were determined in 
the same manner as in region one. The shade tree, tame 

tamarind, Tamarindus indica, was chosen for it's rapid 
growth, full canopy, and edible fruit. 

As in other regions of the project, region 5 also had 
unique design problems. For example, region 5 on the 
original plans was a parking lot, making it much smaller 
than the adjacent regions. Presently, there are five resident 
buildings, two of which are two story, within the region. 
The entire common-use area is only 1,925 square feet, as 
compared to the other regions which are 7,150 square feet. 

To make matters worse, a cement platform is also 

within this small area. Not to mention a telephone pole 
with several lines running from the pole to every residence 
building within the area. The vegetation within the com 
mon-use area consisted of turfgrass and two small trees 

growing directly under the telephone pole. 
The redesigning of this area involved two planting beds 

that emphasized circulation of pedestrian traffic as well as 
aesthetics. As before, the planting beds were added not 
only to decrease the amount of turfgrass, but to direct 
pedestrian traffic and create a more aesthetic environ 
ment. Unfortunately, the use of shade trees was not possi 

ble due to proximity to the telephone pole and connecting 

lines. 

All of the regions within the project had design obsta 

cles to overcome. Hopefully, the design solutions 

suggested, such as bed plantings to reduce turfgrass 

maintenance, the removal and replacement of high 
maintenance trees with low maintenance trees which pro 

vide shade and edible fruit, and the use of barrier plants 
to stop unwanted pedestrian traffic, will aid in enabling 

the Fort Lauderdale Housing Authority to decrease 

maintenance costs, provide additional security to the resi 

dents, and create a better surrounding in which to live. 
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